
IC. Hitchcock, Edward, The Heliion of Geology and its Connected Sciences Boston:
Phillips, Sampson, & Co., 1851, 510 p.

Hitchcock was a well-known geologist, president of Amherst College, and
defender of old-earth creation doctrine.

Ii. Lewis, Tayler, The Six s of Creation Schenectady; Van Debogert, 1855.
See the conments concerning Lewis's work in Davis Young, 1982, p. 58. Lewis's
work on the days of creation was very thorough and scholarly. However, the
above-named book set forth a (conservative) theistic evolutionary view of the
origin of animals and man. (On this aspect of Lewis's belief, see p. 41446 of
the article by John D. Hanna in Grace Journal, v. k, no. 1, 1983, p. 37-58.

12. Maatman, Russell V., The Bible Natural Science and Evolution Dordt College
Press, 1970, 165 p. Recently reprinted and available at $.5O.

I have found this book to be of high qi1alit and very useful.

/, Miller, Hugh, The Testimony of the Rocks Boston: Gould & Lincoln, 1858, 502 p.
Miller was a well-known geologist, conservative Christian leader, and defender
of old-earth creation doctrine. q4JL) /r72.-

I'f Montgomery, John V., ed, (a forthcoming book on Christian eviaences, in which
Robert C. newman will have an article on evidences for an old earth).

/ Moore, J. h., "Charles Lyell and the Noachian Deluge," Jour of the Amer Sci Affil
v. 22 (1970), p. 107-115-

Since the publication of this article, loore has come out in favor of theistic
evolution.

I. Newman, Robert C., and Eckelrnann, H. J., Genesis Gne and the Origin of the Earth
IVF, 1977 (and Baker Book House, 1981), (out-of-printT7cq .

This book relates the evidences for age from astrophysics, to the text of Chap
ter 1 of Genesis Also 11.7 pages of appendices of other types of evidence for age.

17, Pun, Pattle, P. T., Evolution 1ature and science in Conflict? Zondervan,
1982, 336 p., $11.95.

Helpful material on the age of the earth is found on p. 251-271 and 301-313.
Also on p. 5-8O, though this section was unfortunately placed under the heading,
"Evidence for Evolution." I consider this to be a very useful book. Said to be
going out of print. (Like most other old-earth-creationist books, it is hardly
sensational enough for the major evangelical publishers' present interests.)

Raxnm, Bernard, The Christian View of Science and Scripture Eerdjnans, 1954, $4.95.
(Still available, at least from the A3A, P. O. Lox 668, Ipswich MA 01938)

f 4. Reno, Cora A., Evolution on Trial Noody ITess, 1970, 192 p.
A thorough and scholarly revision of Reno's earlier work which Moody Press
published. Unfortunately the revision was allowed to quickly go out-of-print
when Moody Press turned to favor young-earth creationism in the early 1970's.

z. ionderly, Daniel E., God's Time-Records in Ancient Sediments Crystal Press,
1909 Proctor St., Flint, MI 48504, 1977, 258 p., $7.00.

Concentrates on widely-known, positive, non-radiometric evidences for great age.
Cites many research reports from sedimentary geology and oceanography.

/ Wonderly, Daniel E., Neglect of Geologic Data Sedimentary Strata Compared '!ith
Young-Earth Creationist ,Iritins Interdisciplinary Biblical Research Institute,
P. 0. Box 11.23, Hatfield, PA 19440, in press, 140 p. (approx.).

A highly documented critique of sonic of the parts of young-earth creationist
writings which are specifically related to geology.
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